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EL-MP16-368 WINSTON CHURCHILL--THE VALIANT YEARS
circa 1961
Copyright: Filmways/Warner Brothers/LeVien International Productions,LTD/ABC
6 reels 6300'  173 minutes Sound? B&W
A televised production in six parts, based on Churchill's writings. Narrated by Gary Merrill, Churchill's words spoken by Richard Burton.


EL-MP16-391 CRUSADE IN EUROPE
1922--1945 produced @1949
Copyright: unknown NEW LINE HOME VIDEO 310-854-5811
10 reels 13,600' Sound? B&W
Reels 1-4 contain a small amount of relevant footage, but mainly deal with the events leading to the war, the North Africa campaign and the Italian campaign.

REEL 5
BEACHHEAD AND BREAKTHROUGH
Artificial harbors, known as "Mulberries" were put into place and used in the overwhelming task of unloading the supplies necessary for the first stages of our campaign against the Nazis in France. General Eisenhower, Admiral King, General Arnold, and members of their staffs visited the beaches during the first week following the assault landing. At this point, the Germans began to bombard England with their V-1 rocket bombs, and they rushed experiments on their larger V-2s. A hurricane hit the invasion beaches and caused great damage to Allied ships and equipment. The Allies fought their way to the valuable port of Cherbourg, which finally fell after a strong Nazi defending action. To the east, the Allies broke out of St. Lo and swept south. The Nazis counterattacked in force at Mortain.

EL-MP16-417 A HARBOUR GOES TO FRANCE
1944
Copyright: Ministry of Information, Great Britain
1 reel 500' 14 minutes Sound? B&W
Narrative on the design, construction and operation of Mulberry, the artificial harbor used during the Normandy invasion, June 1944.


*Operation Report Neptune: Omaha Beach, 26 February-26 June, 1944*. Provisional Engineer Special Brigade Group, U.S. Army, 30 September 1944.